Indianapolis SEO Company Delivers Top
Rated Service For Local Business
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IM Consultant Services, an Indianapolis SEO provider, has invited local businesses to find out what
the company’s top rated Search Engine Optimization (SEO) services can do to boost their online
reach. IM Consultant Services is consistently ranked among the best SEO providers on a variety of
review platforms, such as Google, Yelp, and TrustPilot.
The SEO specialist has already earned a reputation for excellence and reliability in Cincinnati, which
they have now successfully extended to the Indianapolis area. Mike Marko, a representative of the
company, stated, "We are very proud to announce the success that we have experienced with our
SEO services. Our SEO services have helped rank over 100 companies on the first page of Google,
and many customers have reached out to express their gratitude towards us. I must say that we value
every single comment that our clients dedicate their time to writing. We are very happy with this
support, and we will strive to deliver a service that is worthy of this recognition."
Google records over two trillion searches per day, easily making it the world’s most popular website. It
is crucial for a company's success to have a strong internet presence, as modern customers tend to
gravitate towards the services of companies that they can find and learn about online. "If you’re a
business owner, regardless of your industry, it’s very likely that your potential customers rely on the
internet to find solutions to their needs. It’s important that your business is highly visible out there,”
says Marko.
IM Consultant Services works with business owners to help them achieve the online presence that
they desire, helping them convert their website's traffic into successful transactions. The company
explains that its SEO services let online users find a particular website with greater ease through the
use of specific keywords. A keyword is what people type in on search engines, and they play a
significant role in the traffic that a website receives through the Google search engine.
Marko supplies a hypothetical example to illustrate this point: "Let's say a user goes online to search
for a dentist in Indianapolis, Indiana. He types the keyword “surgeon in Indianapolis IN.” Google, in
turn, will display the most relevant results to the users. In this case, you will want to be on the first
page of the results, preferably within the top 5, as 50% of the users choose from among these."
A good SEO service will help a company become the most relevant search result on search engines,
resulting in more traffic to their website and, therefore, allow them to benefit from more opportunities
for growth. However, IM Consultant Services says there are other aspects to consider as well, and
the Indianapolis SEO company takes pride in their own unique approach—which sets them apart from
their peers. They state that the reason for their success with their clients is that, unlike other SEO
companies, they do not focus solely on bringing in new traffic to a website, but rather generating
leads that will bring more potential customers, rather than just visitors.
Through these services, the company has amassed an outstanding review score of 4.9/5 Stars on the

Google platform. There, customers have expressed that they are more than pleased with the results
shown by IM Consultant Services.
One such review is even proudly featured on the company’s website. It says, "When I first started my
business four years ago, I had no idea what SEO was or how it would help my business. When I
contacted IM Consultant Services, they took the time to explain to me, thoroughly, how all of it worked
before we even signed a deal. Now, we have been working together for about a year on my SEO.
We're constantly working together, as our goal is to not only be listed on the first page but to be the
first listing. Since Mike and I joined efforts, all of my clients tell me they found me on Google, and my
inquiries and bookings have doubled. Mike has been great, and I owe a great part of my business'
success to him."
IM Consultant Services has invited the community to visit their website, where they may learn more
about the company’s specialized Indianapolis SEO services, in addition to the other services they
provide. Interested parties may also connect with the company through their official social media
pages to stay up to date with their latest news and announcements.
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